INTRODUCTION
The polarization sensitive array is composed of multiple components polarization sensitive antenna elements which are spatially and uniformly placed. Multiple components polarization sensitive antenna includes tripole with three magnetic loop [1] ; tripole or three magnetic loops [2] , two pole with two magnetic loops [3] , two magnetic loop with one pole or two magnetic loops [4] . In recent years, the DOA estimation of polarization signals based on polarization sensitive sensor array have been investigated extensively [1] [2] [3] [4] , But nearly all of these methods are based on long vector data model. In this approach, the vector dimension of recorded signals data was unfolded along the distance dimension of the antenna so that the output data of different components can form a long vector.
The main advantage of this way is that it can use the well-known matrix algebra technique over the real or the complex field. However, the "long vector" approach has the drawback of destroying the vector-type of signal locally because of recognition of the data into a large vector, where the steering vector includes the direction information and the polarization information at the same time. When the DOA of the signal is estimated by the searching function, we need to do more dimensions search because the direction information and polarization information can't be separated, the searching process is complicated and limit the practical usage.
In this paper, we proposed a novel polarization signal DOA estimation algorithm based on quaternion data model. The signal processing of vector sensor array based on quaternion is a new signal processing method [5] [6] , Its main idea is that it break the limitation of traditional complex field, considering that the signals evolved on extended algebraic structures and form the quaternion signal mode in hypercomplex field, so the new signal processing algorithm based on hypercomplex is proposed. We separated the polarization information from the array manifold matrix and turn the four dimension searching function into two dimension function, reducing the computational complexity greatly.
II. QUATERNION
A quaternion ∈ H q is described by four components (one real and three imaginaries). It can be expressed in its Cartesian form as :
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The quaternion forms a noncommutative normed division algebra, that means that given two quaternion -sin -cos cos sin cos -cos sin cos 
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is a quaternion, since the spatial phase delays of the two components of the mth element are the same, we can write the spatial response of the array based on quaternion as follows: 
Z is the covariance matrix of the signal vector with the representation of quaternion, n R is the covariance matrix of noise vector, S R is a diagonal matrix because K signals are incoherent, so Z can be written as :
Where { } 
A. memory requirement
We assume a real number a holds a memory unit, a pure imaginary number b hold a memory unit, too. So for a arbitrary imaginary number a+bj holds two memory units and a arbitrary quaternion in our algorithm ai+bk either holds two memory units. For long vector approach, the data used in vector-sensor array processing model can be represented: 
B. computation issue comparison
The multiplication of two imaginary number a and b needs four multiplication and two real numbers addition. For long vector approach ,the arithmetical operations of the data covariance matrix need precision of the DOA estimation of the proposed quaternion approach is higher than that of long vector method, the estimation precision is even higher at the lower SNR than that of the latter, which specifies that the proposed algorithm has higher performance in lower SNR. 
